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Asamoya, Fuyu
Asamoya, Fuyu

Pronunciation: Ah-Sah-Moh-Yah, Foo-You

Species: NH-29 Born: YE 30
Gender: Female Height: 5'7“ / 173.73cm

Age: 4 Weight: 112lbs / 50.80kg
Lineage: Nekovalkyrja Occupation Miharu Light Industries Observer

Current Placement
Black Knights

Physical Characteristics

Species: Nekovalkyrja

Gender: Female

Age: 4

Height: 5'7” / 173.73cm

Mass: 112lbs / 50.80kg

Measurements: 34-24-35 / 86-60-88
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Cup Size: C

Voice and Themes

Main Theme: Nujabes - Spiral

General View

Handedness: Ambidextrous

Build: While not completely lean, Fuyu's build takes after most Nekovalkyrja in the fact it is
designed to be physically appealing. To this end, Fuyu's curves are a little less than subtle being
more in line with a well-developed woman.

Skin Color: Fuyu's complexion is an almost creamy white if it were not for the fact she has been
exposed to the sun it would likely be a paler white.

Facial Features: Much of her facial structuring is taken predominately from classic Yamataian
features. High cheekbones, a small, delicate nose with cheeks that provide a subtle fullness. Her
lips are not thin, but somewhere in between thin and full with a faint pink coloration. Fuyu's eyes
have the characteristic 'tilt' to them with a slight almond shape.

Eye color: Periwinkle

Hair color and Style: Long-Straight ice-blue hair. Fuyu's fair is left free flowing with loose ringlets
that develop further the farther down they go.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Taciturn, Fuyu usually only speaks when spoken to or if she feels comfortable around the
individual. While this may come off as cold or standoffish in truth the massive responsibility of her former
position stunted her emotional growth. Despite this, Fuyu shows an intense protectiveness regarding her
sisters and would go to great lengths to ensure their well being.

Likes: Silence, Teas, Challenging Work, Gardening Dislikes: Alcohol, Being unable to resolve a problem,
Conflict Goals: Her goals remain private for now.

History

Fuyu was the first sprite created aboard the YSS Asamoya and as such was the non-militarized
personification of the main body. Originally a nurse aboard the ship, Fuyu led as normal an existence as
could be had on a warship. While she did not participate in combat operations utilizing powered armor,
she was still the main ship's persona and as such was part of ship to ship fighting. Disliking conflict due
to two occasions in which she utilized the other her to great and terrible effect. She often keeps quite
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about her time acting as the avatar of the Asamoya so much so that even her sisters cannot get her to
speak of it. Like the others however when Yuriko Towa left Yamatai for the UOC she joined her. And like
her sister soon returned to Yamatai once a pardon was granted to all those that defected.

Family

Name Relation Age Occupation
Shii Sister 4 Technician
Aki Sister 4 Waitress
Kyuuka Sister 4 Technician

Skill Set

Communication

Fuyu is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Fuyu is fluent in Yamataian and Trade. She can speak and write both
correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Technology Operation

Fuyu is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics

Fuyu received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Medical

Fuyu as a former nurse is knowledgeable when it comes to basic medical care up to and including
assisting in surgeries. She can perform CPR, apply medicines and stabilize patients if possible.

Science

Fuyu is capable of analyzing and cataloging various phenomena she comes across. The more complex
the longer such analysis will take however.
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Engineering

Like all of her sisters, Fuyu is innately capable (Due to being a former Sprite) of repairing Star Army
Equipment such as: Ships, Powered Armor, Personal Arms and Systems. She can construct replacement
parts should there be necessary materials and can help design upgrades and or whole new design
schemes.

Fighting

Fuyu received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is skilled
and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

Inventory

Clothes

(2) Working Uniform.
(1) Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35
(1) Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35
(1) Ceremonial Slash
(2) Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 29
Star Army Undergarments (Boyshorts)
Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, black.

Weapons

Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33
Two YB-28A Triple-Power Magazine for the NSP.

Scientific Equipment

(1) Portable Medical Scanner PMS-1M
(1) Adverse Conditions Scanner
(1) Star Army Science Kit, Type 31
(1) Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES)
(1) Star Army Datapad, Type 33
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Engineering Equipment

(1) Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES)
(1) EPJ
(1) Portable Premium Repair Kit

Misc Items

(1) Star Army Toiletry Kit
(1) Star Army Duffel Bag
(1) KS Card

OOC

This character is played by Soresu
Soresu is on hiatus and has stated that this character may not be adopted.
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